BIO OF KEVIN MUGUR GALALAE

Kevin Mugur Galalae is a Canadian human rights activist, author, journalist and historian. He was born in Romania, grew up in Germany and is a naturalized Canadian since 1990.

Over the past five years, he has successfully challenged the military-industrial complex and the security apparatus of the international world order by exposing and shutting down in 2010 a pan-European covert program of surveillance and censorship of universities. In 2011, he forced the British Government to abandon the ideological overtones of CONTEST: The United Kingdom's Strategy for Countering International Terrorism and has shamed the European Union into aborting plans to follow suit with the UK through the Stockholm Programme, the EU’s five-year plan for political harmonization and security cooperation.

He has defended the independence and authority of the European Court of Human Rights and has advocated for judicial reform at the international level and in his own country. Due to his criticism of the judiciary, he has come under attack by the institutions responsible for the administration of justice in Canada and has had to defend himself against false charges and manufactured evidence, as no Canadian lawyer has the courage to challenge the corruption of the legal establishment. He has sued the governments of Canada and the UK at the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), the Inter-American Commission for Human Rights (IACHR) and the United Nations Human Rights Council (HRC) for violations of fundamental rights.

He is also an ardent defender of the last bastion of freedom, the World Wide Web, and participates in many blogs and social media discussions to ensure that our expressional rights are safeguarded and to expose ongoing attempts at censorship online. He is a frequent contributor to The Real Agenda, Diplomacy and Foreign Affairs, The Daily Journalist, Beirut Center for Middle Eastern Studies, The Sleuth Journal, European Journalism Centre, Education is Our Addiction and several other media organizations.

His most notable accomplishment took place in 2012, when he exposed for the first time in its 68-year old history the chemical and biological methods employed by the UN-delegated Global Depopulation Policy and showed that demographic objectives are carried out by covertly undermining human fertility as a substitute to war. In 2013, he published part of his research on the history of the Global Depopulation Policy, its causes and consequences; the first account of the world’s best-kept secret and the central axis of the international framework for peace and security post-World War II. And in 2014 he presented indisputable scientific evidence that countries around the world are committing genocide in the name of population control and has forced the international community to begin a process of radical reform of the chemical regulatory environment in order to remove more than 200 depopulation poisons from our food system and consumer products.
He has been falsely arrested and imprisoned seven times between 2011 and 2015 in order to intimidate him into silence and prevent him from exposing the truth about the methods and means by which governments around the world and the international community have defused the population bomb and in the process subverted the rule of law and democratic processes. He has also refused three financial offers to purchase his silence. The governments of Canada and the United Kingdom continue to hold Mr. Galalae’s children hostage as leverage over his determination to continue to speak truth to power and force governments to return to the rule of law and respect for democracy and for people’s fundamental rights.

To break the wall of silence, Mr. Galalae has published extensively in the alternative media, has issued open letters to world leaders and foreign dignitaries, and has pushed himself to near-death during public hunger strikes outside and inside prison, completing hunger strikes that have lasted 75 days (in Kingston, Canada), 46 days (in Rome, Italy), 30 days (in Strasbourg, France) and several others. In 2012, he fled into foreign exile to escape a fifth arrest and nearly lost his life in the process of clandestinely crossing the border from Canada into the US.

Mr. Galalae lives and breathes to be reunited with his children, from whom he has been forcefully and illegally separated for more than five years now, and to compel the United Nations and governments around the world to abandon covert poisoning for overt legislation as the means by which to combat population growth.

He is the founder of the Center of Global Consciousness, The People’s Protection Force, The People’s Protection Court, the Human Rights Party of Canada, OM (Our Mind), and of Freedom in Education.org, non-governmental and non-profit organizations dedicated to defending people from governments, restoring the rule of law, and protecting our expressional rights.